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*Aisling and the City 

Breen & McLysaght 

9780717182688    €14.99     ____

Gill 

FICTION

Aisling is 31, and she's still a complete

Aisling.

*April in Spain 

John Banville  

9780571363599   €16.99      ____

Faber & Faber 

When Dublin pathologist Quirke

glimpses a familiar face while on 

holiday with his wife, it's hard, at first,

to tell whether his imagination is just

running away with him. Could she 

really be who he thinks she is, and

have a connection with a crime that

nearly brought ruin to an Irish political

dynasty?

State of Terror 

Hilary Rodham Clinton 

9781529079708   €17.99    ____

Macmillan

From the #1 bestselling authors

Hillary Clinton and Louise Penny

comes a novel of unsurpassed thrills

and incomparable insider expertise.

Silverview 

John LeCarre 

9780241550076    €17.99    ____

Hamilton

Silverview is the mesmerising story of an

encounter between innocence and 

experience and between public duty and

private morals. In this last complete 

masterwork from the greatest chronicler

of our age, John le Carré asks what you

owe to your country when you no longer

recognise it.

*Small Things Like These 

Claire Keegan  

9780571368686    €11.99     ____

Faber & Faber 

It is 1985, in an Irish town. During the

weeks leading up to Christmas, Bill 

Furlong, a coal and timber merchant,

faces into his busiest season. As he

does the rounds, he feels the past 

rising up to meet him - and encounters

the complicit silences of a people 

controlled by the Church.

Three Sisters 

Heather Morris 

9781838775506    €16.99     ____

Zaffre

*April in Spain HB

John Banville  

9780571363582   €17.99      ____

Faber & Faber 

When Dublin pathologist Quirke

glimpses a familiar face while on 

holiday with his wife, it's hard, at first, to

tell whether his imagination is just 

running away with him. Could she 

really be who he thinks she is, and have

a connection with a crime that nearly

brought ruin to an Irish political 

dynasty?

Oh William!

Elizabeth Strout 

9780241508176   €17.99      ____

Hamilton 

The Pulitzer Prize-winning, 

Booker-longlisted, bestselling author 

returns to her beloved heroine Lucy 

Barton in a luminous novel about love,

loss, and the family secrets that can

erupt and bewilder us at any point in life

From Heather Morris, the 

international bestselling author of

The Tattooist of Auschwitz and Cilka's

Journey, comes a novel of breathtak-

ing power, the story of three brave

sisters. Cibi, Magda and Livia were

aged 19, 17 and 15 when they were

taken to Auschwitz from their home

in Vranov, Slovakia.

*Small Things Like These (Signed Indie)
Claire Keegan  

9780571373871    €11.99     ____

Faber & Faber 

It is 1985, in an Irish town. During the

weeks leading up to Christmas, Bill 

Furlong, a coal and timber merchant,

faces into his busiest season. As he

does the rounds, he feels the past 

rising up to meet him - and encounters

the complicit silences of a people 

controlled by the Church.

Better off Dead 

Lee Child 

9781787633742    €17.99     ____

Bantam 

The Lincoln Highway

Amor Towles 

9781786332530    €16.99    ____

Cornerstone 

Bursting with life, charm, richly imagined

settings and unforgettable characters,

The Lincoln Highway is an extraordinary

journey through 1950s America from the

pen of a master storyteller.

Over My Dead Body 

Jeffrey Archer 

9780008474287    €17.99    ____

Harper Collins 

An unputdownable story of murder, 

revenge and betrayal from international

number one bestseller Jeffrey Archer.



*Life Without Children

Roddy Doyle 

9781787333574    €17.99     ____

Vintage 

In these ten, beautifully moving short 

stories mostly written over the last year,

Booker Prize winner Roddy Doyle paints a

collective portrait of our strange times. 

FICTION

Crossroads HB

Jonathan Franzen 

9780008308896    €24.99     _____

Harper Collins 

Set in a historical moment of moral 

crisis, Crossroads is the stunning 

foundation of a sweeping investigation

of human mythologies, as the 

Hildebrandt family navigate the 

political and social crosscurrents of

the past fifty years

The Searcher 

Tana French  

9780241990100    €10.99      ____

Hamilton 

*Snow 

John Banville 

9780571362707   €10.99     ____

Faber & Faber 

Detective Inspector St John Strafford is

called in from Dublin to investigate a 

murder at Ballyglass House - Facing 

obstruction from all angles, Strafford 

carries on determinedly in his pursuit of

the murderer. However, as the snow 

continues to fall over this ever-expanding

mystery, the people of Ballyglass are

equally determined to keep their secrets.

*Pawnbroker’s Reward 

Declan O’Rourke 

9780717186327    €19.99     ____

Gill 

*The Party Crasher  

Sophie Kinsella

9781787630307    €16.99     ____

Bantam 

Number One bestselling author 

Sophie Kinsella returns with an 

irresistible new standalone about

family love, family tensions and what

you might hear if they didn't know

you were in the room . . .

Expect shocking secrets, hilarious

mix-ups and an unforgettable 

romance. Welcome to the party of

the year!

*A Dissappearing Act 

Robert Sheehan

9780717189700   €19.99     ____

Gill

Robert Sheehan is one of Ireland's

brightest stars of the screen, both at

home and abroad. Best known for his

roles in Love/Hate and The Umbrella

Academy, Sheehan has received wide-

spread critical acclaim for his acting

talent.i n his debut collection of short

stories, he disappears into characters,

challenging the complacencies of

everyday experience.

The Prince of the Skies 

Antonio Iturbe 

9781529063349     €17.99    ____

Macmillan

From the bestselling author of The

Librarian of Auschwitz, Antonio Iturbe,

comes a captivating historical novel

based on a true story - the 

extraordinary life and mysterious 

death of Antoine de Saint-Exupery, 

author of The Little Prince.

Crossroads 

Jonathan Franzen 

9780008308902    €17.99     _____

Harper Collins 

Set in a historical moment of moral 

crisis, Crossroads is the stunning 

foundation of a sweeping investigation

of human mythologies, as the 

Hildebrandt family navigate the 

political and social crosscurrents of the

past fifty years

The Judge’s List 

John Grisham 

9781529342383   €24.99      ____

Hodder 

From the Sunday Times and New York

Times bestselling author, a new legal

thriller about a man who might be the

most criminal sitting judge in American

history.

Apollo Murders 

Chris Hadfield 

9781529406825     €17.99     ____

Quercus 

An exceptional Cold War thriller from

the dark heart of the Space Race, by

astronaut and New York Times 

bestselling author Chris Hadfield

*Life Without Children

Roddy Doyle 

9781787333581    €15.50     ____

Vintage 

In these ten, beautifully moving short

stories mostly written over the last

year, Booker Prize winner Roddy

Doyle paints a collective portrait of

our strange times. 



*Its’s That Time of the Year 

Roisin Meaney  

9781529375190    €10.99    ____

Hodder 

*Baby It’s Cold Outside 

Emily Bell 

9781405950305     €9.99    ____

Penguin BBC 

The House in the Woods 

Zoe Miller 

9781529305135    €16.99     ____

Hodder 

FICTION

When actress Evie Lawrence is injured in

a hit-and-run accident, she wants 

nothing more than to retreat to her

woodland home in Wicklow to recover.

But when she's forced to admit that she

needs help, her grand-niece Amber is

volunteered by her mother to move into

Heronbrook House for a few weeks to

take care of her.

Outlaw 

James Swallow 

9781838774622     €15.50     ____

Zaffre

*The Promise 

Emma Heatherington 

9780008435141      €9.99     ____

Harper Collins 

The Silence 

Don DeLillo 

9781529057102     €10.99    ____

Macmillan

*New Frontier 

James Conor Patterson  

9781848408166   €21.95    ____

New Island 

A Gambling Man 

David Baldacci 

9781529061802    €10.99    ____

Macmillan 

Stranger 

Karen Perry 

9781405945257   €9.99    ____

Penguin BBC 

Left You Dead 

James Patterson 

9781529004267   €10.99     ____

Macmillan 

The Survivors 

Alex Schulman 

9780349726878    €17.50     ____

Abacus 

We Are Not Like Them 

Christine Pride 

9780008334574     €12.99    ____

Harper Collins 

As Norah battles through the bustling 

December crowds in London, she hears

the notes of a song that transports her

back to the most romantic week of her

life.After meeting on a blissful holiday, but

knowing they had to part, a boy named

Andrew made her a promise:

If they are both single on Christmas Eve in

ten years' time, they will meet under the

clock on Grafton Street, Dublin.

Riley and Jen have been best friends

since they were children, and they

thought their bond was unbreakable.

It never mattered to them that Riley

is black and Jen is white. And then

Jen's husband, a Philadelphia police

officer, is involved in the shooting of

an unarmed black teenager and

everything changes in an instant.

Gutted by the ruthless power 

brokers known as the Combine, the

Rubicon Group is a shadow of its

former self, its founder Ekko

Solomon missing presumed dead

and the members of its private 

security and intelligence team in

hiding, framed for a terrorist 

atrocity they did not commit.

One terrible moment changes everything

for teenagers Kate and David. Brought 

together during the darkest of times, a

spark of hope is ignited between them - a

hand held in the darkness, a promise

whispered. Neither of them will ever 

forget those moments. 

Superbowl Sunday, 2022. A couple wait

in their Manhattan apartment for their

final dinner guests to arrive. The game

is about it start. The missing guests'

flight from Paris should have landed by

now. Suddenly, screens go blank.

Phones are dead. Is this the end of 

civilization? All anybody can do is wait.

The New Frontier will undoubtedly

become a key cultural and literary

touchstone. This anthology 

considers the border, and our 

historical divisions, through 

literature, by inviting writers from

border areas to respond 

imaginatively and instinctively.  

Evoking the golden age of crime, and

for fans of Raymond Chandler and

Agatha Christie, comes the second

book in the Aloysius Archer series, A

Gambling Man from one of the

world's bestselling thriller writers,

David Baldacci.

*Pre-order the gripping new 

psychological thriller from the Sunday

Times bestselling author of Girl 

Unknown*

The Survivors is the tale of a family

falling apart and a chronicle of a mind

unravelling in the wake of a tragedy,

both a coming-of-age novel and a

reckoning with a deeply buried past.

Written with singular elegance and

the drive of a suspense novel, its end-

ing will leave you marvelling at what

the best fiction can achieve.

A spellbinding, warm-hearted novel

from one of Ireland's best-loved 

writers.



Twelve Motives for Murder 

Fiona Sherlock 

9781529360011    €10.99    ____

Hodder

When I was Ten

Fiona cummins 

9781509876983   €10.99    ____

Macmillan

FICTION

*The Watchers 

A.M. Shine 

9781801102131     €17.99     ____

Head of Zeus 

A spine-chilling Irish horror adventure

set in the remote unknown forests of

Galway, from debut Irish author A.M.

Shine. You can't see them. But they can

see you.

*Glass Shore

Sinead Gleeson 

9781848408401     €14.95    ____

New Island 

Magic Lessons 

Alice Hoffman 

9781471197192   €10.99    ____

S&S

The Awakening 

Nora Roberts 

9780349426389     €10.99    ____

Abacus 

Midnight in the Snow 

Karen Swan 

9781529006148    €10.99    ____

Macmilan

The bestselling author of the epic

Chronicles of The One trilogy, returns

with the first in a brand new trilogy

where parallel worlds clash over the

struggle between good and evil.

The extraordinary and enchanting novel

tracing a centuries-old curse back to its

beginning from the author of PRACTICAL

MAGIC and THE DOVEKEEPERS

From New York to London to St

Tropez, All That Glitters by the world's

favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel, is

the story of a young woman finding

her place in the world and learning

the hardest lesson of all - who to

trust.

This is not a love story.

Two young men, close friends and fierce 

rivals. A family ripped apart by madness

and tragedy. One woman, with a 

mysterious connection to them all...

Mallory - he was the best of the

best, a Special Forces leader and a

hero. But then he made a fatal 

decision, gambling with the lives of

his men with terrible consequences:

two dead, and his young friend

Donno left in a coma.

Cold Justice 

Ant Middleton 

9780751580426   €18.50    ____

Warner 

All That Glitters 

Danielle Steel 

9781509878291   €10.99     ____

Macmillan 

The Betrayals 

Bridget Collins 

9780008272197   €10.99    ____

Harper Collins 

*Orchids and Lies 

Fiona Gartland 

9781781997383    €9.99     ____

Poolbeg 

An intriguing Irish thriller that will keep

you guessing to the end.

A Woman Made of Snow 

Elizabeth Gillford 

9781786499097     €15.50     ____

Atlantic 



*Shadow Voices 

John Connolly 

9781529394665      €29.99     ____

Hodder 

Thirteen Storeys

Jonathan Sims 

9781473228740     €10.99    ____

Gollanz

FICTION

The Lonely Ones 

Hakkan Nesser  

9781509892297   €17.99     ____

Macmillan

The Lonely Ones is the fourth novel of

Hakan Nesser's quintet about Inspector

Gunnar Barbarotti.

Reprieve

James Han Mattson

9781526635556    €17.50   ____

Bloomsbury 

The Bone Code 

Kathy Reichs 

9781471188923    €10.99    ____

S&S

The Deceptions 

Suzanne Leal 

9781760875275    €15.50     ____

Atlantic 

Before My Actual Heart Breaks 

Tish Delaney 

9781786090980   €10.99     ____

10.99

A startlingly soulful exploration of

complicity and masquerade, Reprieve

combines the psychological tension of

classic horror with searing social 

criticism, and seamlessly threads 

together trial transcripts, evidence 

descriptions, and deeply layered 

individual narratives to present a 

chilling portrait of American life.

Inspired by a true story of wartime

betrayal, The Deceptions is a searing,

compassionate tale of love and 

duplicity-and family secrets better

left buried.

THE NEW EDGE-OF-YOUR-SEAT THRILLER

IN THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES

BESTSELLING TEMPERANCE BRENNAN

SERIES

Simon Serrailler Book 11 PRE-ORDER THE EXPLOSIVE THRILLER

IN THE BESTSELLING JACK RYAN SERIES
A collection of the finest stories from the

Irish author of The Dirty Dust, published

fifty years after his death

Funny and profound, Memorial is about

family in all its strange forms, becoming

who you're supposed to be and the

outer limits of love.

Memorial 

Bryan Washington 

9781838950101    €10.99    ____

Atlantic

Tom Clancy’s Shadow of the Dragon

Marc Cameron

97814059891245    €9.99     ____

Penguin BBC  

Change of Circumstance 

Susan Hill 

9781784742768   €17.99      ____

Chatto & Windus  

*Quick and the Dead 

Martin O’Cadhain

9780300247213    €25.00     ____

Yale University 

A Traitors Heart 

Ben Creed 

9781787396272    €10.99    ____

Welbeck



Warriors of God 

Andrzej Sapkowski

9781473226173    €18.50     ____

Gollanz

Sapkowski's deftly written novel 

delivers gripping action full of 

numerous twists and mysteries, 

seasoned with elements of magic

and Sapkowski's ever-present - and

occasionally bawdy - sense of 

humour. Fans of the Witcher will 

appreciate the rich panorama of this

slice of the Middle Ages.

FICTION

Are We Having Fun Yet?

Lucy Mangan 

9781788161084   €21.20     ____

Profile

Ripping Tree

Nikki Gemmall 

9780008511081    €15.50      ____

Harper Collins

Winner of the August Derleth Award,

No One Gets Out Alive is the ultimate

haunted house thriller from horror

writer Adam Nevill. Now a major Netflix

film.

Femlandia 

Christina Dalcher 

9780008440336    €15.50    ____

Harper Collins 

His Only Wife 

Peace Adzo Medie

9780861541454   €11.20     ____

Oneworld

Bad Apples 

Will Dean 

9781786079817     €17.50     ____

Hodder 

Black Dreams 

Reggie Chamberlain-King 

9781780733289    €18.70     ____

Blackstaff

This anthology of specially commissioned

short stories explores the weird, surreal,

and dream-like, a world that is off kilter.

Bringing together some of the best of

Northern Ireland's literary talents along

with new and exciting voices, this 

compelling collection is dark, funny and

unsettling.

The Ripping Tree is an intense, sharp

shiver of a novel, which brings to mind

such diverse influences as The Turn of

the Screw, Rebecca and the film Get Out

as much as it evokes The Secret River.

His Only Wife is a life-affirming, 

must-read novel about a young woman's

search for independence in a man's

world, and the rules she just might have

to break along the way.

Midnight in Everwood

M.A. Kuzniar

9780008450670   €15.50     ____

Oneworld  

The Christmas Escape 

Srah Morgan 

9781848458444    €14.50     ____

Harper Collins 

No One Gets Out Alive 

Adam Nevill

9781509891245   €11.20    ____

Macmillan



*Its Marty!

Marty Morrissey 

9781844885671    €24.99    ____

Penguin Ireland 

Now, having established himself as a

beloved figure across the full 

spectrum of the Irish airwaves,

Marty is ready to show us who he 

really is. It's Marty! is an invitation to

join the Marty Party, a rollicking ride

through contemporary Irish life and

sport, from a true national treasure.

*The Boy Who Never Came Home 

Emma McMenamy 

9781913406752    €15.50    ____

Mirror Books 

The Boy Who Never Came Home will give

the inside story on the investigation from

the detectives who worked on the case as

well as their theories on what they be-

lieve may have happened to the missing

teenager.

NON FICTION

Keep Calm and Trust The Science 

Luke O’Neill

9780717191819   €16.99      ____

Gill 

Set against a national backdrop 

of banana-bread baking, TikTok

dancing and outdoor bingo, as well

as the devastation to life and 

livelihood suffered by many, Luke's

lockdown diaries reveal the highs

and lows of work at the cutting

edge of science in his Trinity 

College lab.

Shared Notes 

Martin Hayes 

9781848272644   €24.99     ____

Transworld Ireland 

Martin Hayes spent his childhood on a

farm in County Clare, in a household

steeped in musical tradition. After a 

free-spirited youth, he headed to the

United States where he built a career

that led to a life of musical performance

on stages all over the world. Shared

Notes traces this remarkable journey.

Decor Galore 

Laura de Barra 

9781848272668   €19.50     ____

Transworld Ireland 

*Gilligan 

Paul Williams 

9781838954895   €17.99     ____

Atlantic 

*Devotion 

Mickey Harte 

9780008473037   €26.99     ____

Harper Collins

*A Cloud Where the Birds Rise

Michael Harding 

9781529382945    €20.50    ____

Hodder

With Gaff Goddess Laura de Barra

proved she was the queen of She-IY,

but that was just the beginning. In

Decor Galore she takes us room by

room with genius and stunning tips

for how to revamp your home on

any budget. Whether you want to

maximise storage, create layered

lighting, or install a new kitchen,

Decor Galore has got you covered.

Then, in January 2011, the visitation 

of a shocking tragedy changed 

everything: Mickey's daughter

Michaela was murdered while on 

honeymoon in Mauritius, and the

Harte family, grief-stricken, awoke to

find themselves at the centre of an 

international news story.

This close-up look at a criminal 

mastermind contains new details 

including a graphic account of the 

planning of the Guerin murder, drawn

from a sealed statement which was never

used, and the prison time and criminal 

activity which have occupied Gilligan

since, up to his recent arrest in Spain on

drug trafficking charges.

A Cloud Where the Birds Rise is a 

beautifully illustrated collection of 

observations and stories from one of

Ireland's best-loved writers - a 

celebration of finding beauty and hope

in the ordinary.

This is a very personal history by a

writer who is considered by many to be

the country's leading public intellectual.

He was a participant in many of the

controversies and and arguments of the

past 35 years, and knew the leading 

literary, musical and political figures of

those decades.

*Fight or Flight 

Keith Earls 

9781914197093   €24.99    ____

Reach Sport 

*We Don’t Know Ourselves

Fintan O’Toole 

9781784978297    €29.99    ____

Head of Zeus 

The electrifying behind-the-scenes 

account of a year that brought Ireland

to the brink and back.

*A State of Emergency 

Richard Chambers  

9780008502829    €17.99     ____

Harper Collins

Reclaim your kitchen without sacrificing

time or flavour with simplified and

doable classic recipes. Seriously great

home cooked food never looked this

good!

Everyday Cook 

Donal Skehan

9781529368925    €29.99    ____

Hodder



Leonard Cohen 

Harry Freedman 

9781472987303    €18.50    ____

Bloomsbury 

NON FICTION

Lives of Brian 

Brian Johnson 

9780241446423     €17.99      ____

Hamilton

Warm, vivid, evocative, 

life-affirming and often laugh-out-

loud funny, The Lives of Brian tells

the story of one of our most 

well-loved performers in his own

inimitable voice

This beautifully produced, lavishly 

illustrated book is the ultimate 

celebration of the series, the town, the

characters, and the state of mind that is

Schitt's Creek. 

The Beatles: Get Back tells the story of

those sessions through transcripts of

the band's candid conversations.

Drawing on over 120 hours of sound

recordings, leading music writer John

Harris edits the richly captivating text

to give us a fly-on-the-wall experience

of being there in the studios. 

The Beatles 

Beatles 

9780935112962   €50.00    ____

Callaway Arts  

Best Wishes Warmest Regards

Daniel & Eugene Levy 

9781398708617    €30.99    ____

Hachettte 

Leonard Cohen Untold Stories 

Michael Posner  

9781982176891    €29.99    ____

S&S

My Lifey 

Paddy McGuinness 

9781529109368    €17.99    ____

Ebury 

High Hopes is a deeply personal mem-

oir about how everyone carries a story.

In his down-to-earth and often humor-

ous style, Steve takes us from his child-

hood growing up in Dublin and the

shyness that only dissolved in front of a

microphone, to the highs of rock star

success touring and playing stadiums,

and the lows of anxiety, depression and

panic attacks.

*High Hopes 

Steve Carrigan

9781529347937    €18.99    ____

Hodder

With over thirty hours of interviews

with Liam, Noel and those closest 

to them, this book documents in 

unprecedented depth and with their

trademark candour and humour, the

story behind one of the world's 

greatest bands, all told in their own

words and fully illustrated with 

exclusive photographs.

Supersonic 

Oasis 

9781472285447    €29.99    ____

Harper Collins  

Renegades Born in the USA 

Obama & Sprinsteen 

9780241561249    €41.99    ____

Hamilton 

From hitting the road with Scream at

18 years old, to my time in Nirvana

and the Foo Fighters, jamming with

Iggy Pop or playing at the Academy

Awards or dancing with AC/DC and

the Preservation Hall Jazz Band,

drumming for Tom Petty or meeting

Sir Paul McCartney at Royal Albert

Hall, bedtime stories with Joan Jett

The Storyteller 

Dave Grohl 

9781398503700    €24.99   ____

S&S

How to Be a Rock Star 

Shaun Ryder 

9781838953256    €14.50     ____

Harper Collins 

Shaun Ryder was the Keith Richards

and Mick Jagger of his generation. A

true rebel, who formed and led not

one but two seminal bands, he's had

number-one albums, headlined 

Glastonbury, toured the world 

numerous times, taken every drug

under the sun, been through rehab -

and come out the other side as a 

national treasure.

Spinning Plates 

Sophie Ellis Bexter 

9781529383072    €18.50     ____

Hodder 

Sophie Ellis-Bextor shares her experi-

ences, insights and reflections on men,

music and motherhood.



Windswept 

Billy Connolly 

9781529318258    €17.99     ____

Hodder

Comedy legend and national treasure

Billy Connolly reveals the truth behind

his windswept and interesting

life.Born in a tenement flat in 

Glasgow in 1942, orphaned by the

age of 4, and a survivor of appalling

abuse at the hands of his own family,

Billy's life is a remarkable story of 

success against all the odds.

NON FICTION

*Tea For One

Alice Taylor

9781788492799    €19.99     ____

O’Brien Press 

Colour of Ireland 

Bob Cross 

9781785303647    €24.99     ____

Black & White 

A fascinating insider account from the

RT US Correspondent brings us behind

the scenes during turbulent times in

America

*Four Years in the Cauldron

Brian O’Donovan 

9781844885770    €21.50    ____

Penguin Ireland 

Sorry for Your Trouble sheds fresh,

wise and witty light on a key pillar of

Irish culture: a vast but strangely 

underexplored subject. Rich, sparkling

and eye-opening, it is one of the best

books ever written about Irish life.

Sorry For Your Trouble 

Ann Marie Hourihane 

9781844885237    €20.50     ____

Penguin Ireland 

Whether your home is a city apartment,

country cottage or large and rambling

house, it is your space and should be well

cared for. The secret is managing the 

upkeep without feeling overwhelmed. As a

hotelier, Francis Brennan has gathered 

unparalleled expertise in home 

maintenance and care, and this year, once

again, he has compiled his Homekeeper's

Diary to help you manage household tasks

month by month.

OMGWACA DIARY 2022

Breen & McLysaght 

9780717192700    €15.23     ____

Gill  

Being organised is the cornerstone of

every Aisling's personality. But it takes

lots of work behind the scenes to keep

track of whose turn it is to host book

club or to remember when you're 

entitled to a reduced-price scale and

polish (isn't that what you're paying

PRSI for?).

Life in Trauma 

Chris Luke 

9780717191413    €16.99      ____

Gill 

This is at once a portrait of a remark-

able man by a woman who loved him,

the story of a Middle East broken by its

own divisions and outside powers, and

a moving account of a relationship in

dark times.

Love in a Time of War 

Lara Marlowe 

9781801102513    €24.99     ____

Head of Zeus 

From cheeky high-street bookmaker to

billion-dollar business: the 

incredible story behind Paddy Power's

unstoppable rise.

*Punters 

Aaron Rogan 

9780008463885    €17.99    ____

Head of Zeus 

For sisters Mary Kennedy and

Deirdre Ni Chinneide, spirituality has

been at the centre of their lives since

childhood. Their home in St Brigid's

Road in Clondalkin, Dublin, was

around the corner from a holy well, a

place that signalled family, 

community, and divine ritual.

*Dublin in Sketches and Stories 

Roisin Cure 

9781785373763    €24.95     ____

Merrion IAP 

Memoirs of an Emergency Physician.

*Journey to the Well

Mary Kennedy  

9781529382334    €17.99      ____

Hodder 

*Homekeeper’s Diary 2022

Francis Brennan 

9780717191390    €19.99     ____

Gill 



*Dublin 

David Sheehan 

9781910827383   €20.00    ____

Hero Books 

NON FICTION

In this love-letter to the world's most

ubiquitous dish, acclaimed TV chef, 

cookery writer and renowned teacher,

Rachel Allen, explores everything soup

has to offer.

*Soup Broth Bread 

Rachel Allen

9780241486290     €26.99     ____

Hamilton

Nation Holds its Breath 

George Hamilton  

9781785373732     €22.95    ____

Merrion IAP

Haunted by Waters is not a fishing

how-to guide, but is instead a rich 

portrayal of the rugged beauty of rural

Ireland through a sport rich in history,

tradition and storytelling.

*Haunted by Waters 

Daire Whelan 

9781529388831    €20.50    ____

Hodder

Love to Cook 

Mary Berry 

9781785946776    €30.99    ____

BBC 

Whether you're trying your hand at

Mary's fragrant Kashmiri chicken curry

or baking her mouth-watering Lemon

limoncello pavlova, it's hard to beat the

unique pleasure of making a dish from

scratch and enjoying food with family

and friends.

Returning Light is an extraordinary

memoir about the profound effect a

place can have on us, and how a remote

location can bring with it a great sense

of belonging.

Returning Light

Robert Harris 

9780008509387    €17.99    ____

Harper Collins  

*Unbroken

Aidan O’Mahony

9781529344363    €20.50    ____

Hodder   

At a time when some good news is 

welcome, this uplifting book tells our

national story through facts and stats,

placing Ireland under the microscope

to chart 100 undeniable 

achievements of the past 100 years.

*In Fact 

Mark Henry 

9780717190386    €24.99    ____

Gill 

Never Mind the B#ll*cks, Here's the Sci-

ence is a celebration of hard facts at

time when we need them most.

*Nevermind The Bollox 

Luke O’Neill 

9780717193660    €9.99    ____

Gill 

This compelling book on Hitler and

Stalin - the culmination of thirty years'

work - examines the two leaders during

the Second World War, when Germany

and the Soviet Union fought the biggest

and bloodiest war in history.

Hitler and Stalin 

Laurence Rees 

9780241979693    €12.99    ____

Hamilton

*Eyewitness Bloody Sunday 

Don Mullan 

9781786051509    €9.99    ____

Gill 

*Rocky Road to Diversity 

Des Geraghty 

9781786051448    €16.99    ____

Orpen Press



*The Official Guinness Cookbook

Caroline Hennessy 

9781789098174     €27.99      ____

Titan

The Official Guinness Cookbook is the

perfect gift for Guinness lovers, foodies,

home cooks, and anyone who longs to

bring the taste and comfort of their 

favorite Irish pub home.

NON FICTION

In this ground-breaking book, Keith 

reveals a variety of techniques that will

help you to cultivate a champion 

mindset and develop mental 

toughness subconsciously. These are

the very techniques he uses himself

every day to achieve the things he

wants.

*Going the Distance 

Joe Barr 

9780717190607    €16.50     ____

Hodder 

*When Dreams Come Through 

Rosanna Davidson

9780717191833    €16.99     ____

Gill

*Brain Hacks 

Keith Barry 

9780717191925    €27.99     ____

Head of Zeus 

*My Name is Jhon 

John Brennan

9780717191406    €19.99     ____

Gill

As a child, John Brennan wasn't an 

obvious candidate for success. School

was a difficult, upsetting place and he

was always at the bottom of the class.

His battle with dyslexia meant that he

felt stigmatised by a society that 

didn't understand him. Yet his 

etermination to not be defined by his

dyslexia created an ambition that has

been matched by his business 

acumen.

In early 2020, Rosanna Davison gave a

raw and sincere account of the 14 

miscarriages she had suffered before

choosing to have a baby via gestational

surrogate. Then, just weeks later, she 

discovered she was pregnant with 

identical twin boys, conceived naturally.

*In Minutes 

Clodagh McKenna 

9781914239083    €21.99     ____

Reach Sport 

Destined to become the most useful

book in your kitchen, In Minutes is

filled with 80 recipes that will soon be

weekly staples, from Warm Lentil

Salad with Goat's Cheese to Spring

Garden Gnocchi and Chicken Katsu

Ramen

*The Presidents’ Letter’s 

Flor McCarthy 

9781848407695    €24.95    ____

New Island  

This book reveals for the first time

many of the letters written to and by

the Presidents of Ireland over more

than eight decades to the present day.

*The Last irish Question

Glenn Patterson

9781800245471    €20.50     ____

Head of Zeus 

In The Last Irish Question Glenn 

Patterson views the south through

the eyes of a liberal northern 

protestant, travelling the entire 

country and looking at this place he is

being asked to join and which his 

people have spent a very long time

shunning. Most of the south is 

terra incognita to them (as it is to

many people who live in Dublin).

*Bostonian 

Larry Donnelly 

9780717190423    €19.99    ____

Gill 

Larry's unique insight into the 

influence of Ireland on American 

politics, his reflections on growing up

in an Irish American political family, his

views from both sides of the house, as

well as his take on the current state of

his homeland, make for a fascinating

read.

The Importance of Being Interested

Robin Ince 

9781838954291     €17.99    ____

Atlantic 

Comedian Robin Ince quickly abandoned

science at school, bored by a fog of dull

lessons and intimidated by the barrage of

equations. But, twenty years later, he fell

in love and he now presents one of the

world's most popular science podcasts.

Every year he meets hundreds of the

world's greatest thinkers.

*Ireland An Aerial View 

Dennis Horgan 

9781786051431     €35.00     ____

Orpen Press

*Cork Hurling: Game of my Life  

Denis Hurley 

9781910827451   €20.00    ____

Hero Press



*100 Great GAA Teams 

John Scully 

9781785303555     €20.50       ____

Black & White 

They are the chosen few who have drunk

from the chalice of immortality. They are

the men and women who have been part

of the 100 GREAT GAA TEAMS.

NON FICTION

Egos Tantrums & Backstage Excess

Pat Egan 

9781786051585       €17.99     ____

Orpen Press

A thrilling collection of 200 photographs

from the high-octane, glamourous

world of flat racing, from the Irish

Derby and the Irish Guineas at The 

Curragh, to the many local race meets,

and reaching internationally to the

highlights in the racing calendar and as

far afield as Melbourne and Saudi 

Arabia.

Soldiers is a collection of the very best

stories about soldiers, brought 

together by the award-winning, 

bestselling historian Max Hastings. In

his almost sixty years of military study

and his work in the midst of modern 

conflicts as a foreign correspondent,

these are the stories that left a mark.

*Flat Out 

Racing Healy

9781788492782       €24.99    ____

O’Brien Press

*Cork Football : Game of my Life 

Denis Hurley 

9781910827444    €20.00    ____

Hero Books 

A Cooks Book 

Nigel Slater 

9780008213763      €36.99    ____

Harper Collins 

From the team that brought you The A

to Z of Being Irish and A-Z of an Irish

Christmas, this is Irish culture with a

light touch and lashings and lashings of

rose-tinted nostalgia.

Carnival of Snackery 

David Sedaris 

9781408707876    €17.50   ____

Little Brown 

Taste: My Life Through Food 

Stanley Tucci 

9780241500996    €24.99    ____

Hamilton 

The book will look at the close 

connection of the Irish with the land

and with nature, bringing us on an

exhilarating journey through the Irish

seasons and the customs that 

welcomed each one in turn.

*We Go Into Action Today at Noon 

Eammon Duggan 

9781788492713    €19.99     ____

O’Brien Press 

Before Stanley Tucci became a 

household name with The Devil Wears

Prada, The Hunger Games, and the 

perfect Negroni, he grew up in an Italian

American family that spent every night

around the table. He shared the magic

of those meals with us in The Tucci

Cookbook and The Tucci Table, and now

he takes us beyond the recipes and into

the stories behind them.

Soldiers 

Max Hastings 

9780008454234    €20.50    ____

Harper Collins 

Eamonn Duggan explores the individual

contributions of these remarkable 

people, and what they add to the history

we thought we knew. A fascinating view

of a vital period in Irish history, from

1913 to Independence.

*Ah That’s Gas 

Sarah Casssidy 

9781788492959       €9.99     ____

O’Brien Press

*Turning of the Year 

Eithne Massey 

9781788492119    €17.99     ____

O’Brien Press

*My Name is Philipa 

Philippa Rider 

9781781177938 €16.99

Mercier Press 

A Cook's Book is the story of Nigel

Slater's life in the kitchen.

From the first jam tart Nigel made with

his mum standing on a chair trying to

reach the Aga, through to what he is

cooking now, this is the ultimate Nigel

Slater collection brimming with over

200 recipes.

My Name is Philippa is a remarkable

memoir, and above all, a story about

love, understanding and a family who

stuck together as Philippa moved from

husband and father to wife and mother.

Within these pages Philippa offers 

answers to many questions people ask,

genuinely, to understand what it means

to be transgender. 



My Unapologetic Diaries 

Joan Collins 

9781474621281    €18.50     ____

Weidenfeld 

NON FICTION

Stolen Moments 

John Quinn

9781800970021    €16.99    ____

Veritas 

Tenement Kid 

Bobby Gillespie 

9781474622073       €18.50     ____

Harper Collins 

Mrs Hynch : Life in Lists 

Mrs Hinch 

9780241550991     €15.50    ____

Hamilton 

Living Planet 

David Attenborough

9780008477851    €20.50     _____

Herper Collins 

In this new edition, the author, with

the help of zoologist Matthew Cobb,

has added all the most up-to-date 

discoveries of ecology and biology, as

well as a full-colour 64-page 

photography section. He also 

addresses the urgent issues facing 

our living planet: climate change, 

pollution and mass extinction of

species.

*Emerald Exiles 

Barry Landy 

9781848408180    €19.99     ____

Gill

The Opposite of Butterfly Hunting 

Evanna Lynch 

9781472283023      €17.99    ____

Headline 

This is a story of the tragedy and the

glory of growing up, of mourning 

girlhood and stepping into the 

unknown, and how that act of

courage is the most magical and 

creatively liberating thing a woman

can do.

*Great Moments in Irish Sports 

Sportsfile 

9781788492157    €24.99     ____

O’Brien Press 

The team at Sportsfile have been 

photographing Irish sport for four

decades, capturing the highs and lows,

the participants and the fans alike, both

at home and abroad. Celebrate all that

is great in Irish sport in this fantastic 

collection of photographs.

Ramsay in 10 

Gordon Ramsey 

9781529364385    €29.99   ____

Hodder 

In Ramsay in 10, superstar chef, 

Gordon Ramsay, returns with 100

new and delicious recipes inspired by

his YouTube series watched by 

millions across the globe - you'll be 

challenged to get creative in the

kitchen and learn how to cook 

incredible, flavoursome dishes in just

ten minutes.

*Nadiyas Fast Flavours 

Nadiya Hussain 

9780241453223    €26.99    ____

Hamilton 

This companion book to the BBC2 series

Nadiya's Fast Flavours will bring the 

excitement back into your daily meals,

with all the recipes she cooks on the 

programme and more besides.

Autobibliography

Rob Doyle 

9781800750524    €15.50     ____

Swift Press 

In Autobibliography, Rob Doyle 

recounts a year spent rereading fifty-two

books - from the Dhammapada and 

Marcus Aurelius, via The Tibetan Book of

the Dead and La Rochefoucauld, to

Robert Bolano and Svetlana Alexievich -

as well as the memories they trigger and

the reverberations they create. It is a

record of a year in reading, and of a 

lifetime of books.

*Manifesto 

Bernadine Evaristo 

9780241534991    €17.99     ____

Hamilton

This is a unique book about staying true

to yourself and to your vision. It's about

how to be unstoppable - in your craft,

your work, your life. It is Bernardine

Evaristo's manifesto for never giving up.

The new notebook from Mrs Hinch 

featuring brand new lists to make 

organising your life the simplest it's

ever been!



NON FICTION

Apropos of Nothing 

Woody Allen

9781951627997     €17.99    ____

S&S

How to Survive Family Holidays

Jack Whitehall

9780751583885    €18.50      ____

Warner

This is the hugely entertaining, deeply

honest, rich and brilliant self-portrait of a

celebrated artist who is ranked among

the greatest filmmakers of our time.

Putting the Rabbit in the Hat 

Brian Cox 

9781529416534      €17.99    ____

Quercus 

The Chancellor 

Kati Marton

9780008499464    €17.99     ____

Harper Collins 

The definitive biography of German

Chancellor Angela Merkel, detailing the

remarkable rise and political brilliance

of the most powerful - and elusive -

woman in the world.

*Ernie O’Malley: A Life 

Harry Martin 

9781785373909    €18.50    ____

Hamilton 

This is the extraordinary life story of

Ernie O'Malley (1897-1957), one of

Ireland's most complex and influential

Republican figures, and later a hugely

successful writer.

*Cluxton & Co 

Hero Books

9781910827314    €20.00     ____

Hero Books 

Leap of Faith 

Frankie Detorri 

97800008465476    €17.99     ____

Harper Collins 

Legendary jockey, Frankie Dettori, shares

his remarkable life story in this 

astonishingly intimate autobiography.

*Dublin Photographs 1963

Alen McWeeney

9781843518266    €30.00     ____

Lilliput Press

These 87 black & white photographs

taken by Alen MacWeeney in Dublin in

1963/5 are spontaneous images of

Dublin and Dubliners in all areas of the

city, a street odyssey reflecting a cross

section of the people, their habits and

behaviour, ten years before Ireland

joined the European Union and the

wider world.

Reflections 

Holly Willoughby

9781529135718    €24.99      ____

Ebury 

Reflections explores what it means to

live a beautiful life in the modern

world. Here, for the first time, Holly

Willoughby untangles topical and

emotional issues such as body-image,

burnout and control with candour, nu-

ance and hard-won insight.

Queen for All Seasons 

Joanna Lumley 

9781529375930    €18.50      ____

Hodder 

A sparkling celebration of our much-

loved Queen Elizabeth II for her Plat-

inum Jubilee including special writings

and illuminating insights around key

moments in her 70-year reign, intro-

duced and edited by her biggest fan

Joanna Lumley.

Rise 

Siya Kolisi 

9780008431341    €17.99      ____

Harper Collins 

There have been many comments

made and books written about Siya

Kolisi, captain of the Springboks, and

the first black man to lead his country

in over 128 years of South African

rugby.

But now, for the very first time, Siya

Kolisi shares his story in an extraordi-

*Avoidable Tragedy 

Michael McDowell 

9781786051462    €16.99      ____

Orpen Press



The Dream of Europe 

Geert Mak

9781787302440     €16.50      ____

Black & White 

Like no other, Mak blends history, 

politics and culture with the stories and

experiences of the many Europeans 

he meets on his travels. He brings this

continent to life, and asks what role

does Europe play now, and how might

we face our challenges together, in the

spirit of solidarity and connection.

NON FICTION

Offaly : Game of My Life 

Brian Lowry  

9781910827437    €20.00     ____

Hero Books 

Zen and the Art of Saving the Plane 

Thich Nhat Hahn

9781846047169    €17.99     ____

Rider

*One Yummy Mummy Family Kitchen 

Jolene Cox 

9781786051578      €20.00  ____

Orpen Press

Power of Geography

Tim Marshall 

9781783966028    €59.50    ____

Yale University 

Tim Marshall's global bestseller 

Prisoners of Geography showed how

every nation's choices are limited by

mountains, rivers, seas and concrete.

Since then, the geography hasn't

changed. But the world has.

*Kitsons Irish War 

David Burke 

9781781177983    €16.99    ____

Mercier 

Few now bother to deny that a 'dirty

war' took place in Northern Ireland

during the 'Troubles'. It began with

the arrival of Brigadier Frank Kitson in

Belfast in September 1970 and the

murder of unarmed civilians in 

Ballymurphy and Derry.

The Armchair General 

John Buckley 

9781529125702      €17.99     ____

Ebury 

*Being Irish 

Marie-Claire Logue 

9781838359348    €19.95     ____

Liffey Press

Bigger Picture 

Vanessa Nakate 

9781529075694    €17.99    ____

Macmillan

A rousing manifesto and memoir, that

will change the way we way we think

about the impact of climate change and

inspire readers to become activists

themselves

In this masterful work, one of the most

revered spiritual leaders in the world

today shares his wisdom on how to be

the change we want to see in the

world.

Joey Dunlop 

Stuart Barker 

9781789465068     €17.99      ____

John Blake 

Dead Men Dont Tell Tales 

Guy Martin 

9781529108934    €17.99   ____

Ebury 

Everyone with an interest in 

motorcycling knows the legend of Joey

Dunlop but now, for the first time, they

can get to know the man himself. This

definitive new biography is the most

comprehensive ever written on the

man. In turns hilarious, triumphant and

tragic, this is Dunlop's story as it has

never been told before - by those who

were part of it.

Race for Tomorrow...

Simon Mundy

9780008394301        €17.99     ____

Harper Collins

Climate change isn't just transforming

our physical environment, it's 

permanently shifting the landscape of 

energy, farming, technology and 

business. It's eroding ancient ways of life,

shaking up global finance and driving a

historic new wave of mass migration.



Post Corona 

Scott Galloway 

9780552178211     €11.99      ____

Corgi Books 

NON FICTION

Bird: Exploring the Winged World 

9781838661403    €49.90     ____

Phaidon

Surrounded by Setbacks

Thomas Erikson

9781785043666    €11.99      ____

Ebury 

Racing Post Annual 2022

Nick Pulford 

9781839500893    €16.99     ____

Racing Post 

*Dublin Architecture Guide 

P Kelly 

9781843518259   €20.00     ____

Lilliput Press 

This visually stunning survey of birds,

chronicling their scientific and popu-

lar appeal throughout the ages and

around the world, showcases the 

remarkable diversity of species in the

avian kingdom, from tiny humming-

birds to ostriches taller than humans,

and icebound penguins to tropical

macaws.

The Dublin Architecture Guide is a

companion guide to the modern 

architecture of Dublin. With a total of

255 projects featured, this book will

suit anyone interested in often 

under-appreciated or overlooked mod-

ern buildings. 

Now in its 11th year, the Irish Racing

Post Annual is firmly established as the

perfect Christmas gift for any horse 

racing fan.

Ginos Italian Adventure 

Gino D’Acampo

9781526628312    €27.50    ____

Bloomsbury 

Release the Beast 

Boulash Bimini Bon

9780241543573     €20.50     ____

Hamilton

Pre-order a hilarious and inspiring

guide to transforming your life

through lessons from drag, by the

UK's favourite drag queen and star

of RuPaul's Drag Race UK, Bimini Bon

Boulash.

Fall: The Mystery of Robert Maxwell

John Preston

9780241388686     €11.99     ____

Hamilton

A dramatic, gripping account of the

rise and fall of the notorious business

tycoon Robert Maxwell from the 

acclaimed author of A Very English

Scandal - available for pre-order now 

Far and Away

Adrian Gill 

9781474617383    €12.50     ____

Weidenfeld

A.A. Gill was an exceptional writer.

Savage and compassionate in equal

measure, he was always opinionated,

always original, often surprising, and

his writing illuminated from the page.

Love and Fury 

Paris Fury 

9781529346206   €18.50    ____

Hodder 

Gypsy Queen to the Gypsy King, Tyson

Fury's wife Paris reveals the magical

highs and epic lows of life with the

Heavyweight Boxing World Champion, as

she shares their life story and what keeps

them strong through the good times -

and the bad.

You Cant Stop the Sun From Shining 

Sonny Bill Williams 

9781529397390    €18.50     ____

Hodder 

Available for pre-order: the 

extraordinary and revealing 

autobiography of one of rugby's most

entertaining and complicated figures

Coming Clean 

Liz Fraser

9781472986375    €20.50     ____

Bloomsbury 

Coming Clean is a searingly honest

memoir of loving an alcoholic - both

through the heaviest drinking years and

into recovery.

In his ultimate family cookbook, Gino

takes inspiration from his upbringing in

Napoli, transporting the classic methods

and ingredients he grew up with to the

modern family table.

How to handle everything (and every-

one) around you when all hell breaks

loose, from the international best-

selling author of Surrounded by Idiots.



Baggage 

Alan Cumming 

9781838856649    €17.99     ____

Canongate 

Baggage chronicles the actor's life in

Hollywood and the ways in which work

has repeatedly whisked him away from

personal calamities to sets and stages

around the world. 

NON FICTION

International Brigades 

GilesTremlett

9781408854075    €18.50    ____

Bloomsbury 

A Class Act 

Rob Beckett

9780008468224   €17.99     ____

Harper Collins 

The Uncomfortable Truth About Racism

John Barnes

9781472290397     €18.50 ____

Headline

Pat Smullen

Smullen & McClean

9781839500671   €25.00    ____

Racing Post 

. 

An eloquent and thought-provoking

book on racism and prejudice by the 

Liverpool and England football legend

John Barnes.

The Best of Me 

David Sedaris 

9780349144603   €12.50     ____

Abacus 

Never Give Up 

Bear Grylls 

9781787634206    €17.99     ____

Bantam 

In Never Give Up, global adventurer

and TV presenter Bear Grylls chroni-

cles his life and career since stepping

onto screen, taking readers along

with him on his most famous adven-

tures, sharing personal stories from

his favourite expeditions, and captur-

ing his hairiest survival challenges.

*ireland 1922 

Gannon & McGarry 

9781911479796     €30.00     ____

Royal Irish Academy

Little History of the Future of Dublin

Frank McDonald 

9781999896850   €14.95    ____

Martello

*Lives of Eoin McNeill

Mulvagh & Purcell

9781782054603   €39.00    ____

Cork University Press 

Women of the Troubles 

Brian McKee

9781786051486   €16.99    ____

Orpen Press

Sick Money 

Billy Kenber 

9781838850265    €17.99     ____

Canongate 

An urgent call to build a new model for

the pharmaceutical industry, from the

multi-award-winning Times journalist

A lavish gift edition of David Sedaris's

best stories, spanning his spectacular

bestselling career.



Rutherford & Frys Complete Guide ..

Adam Rutherford 

9781787632639    €20.50     ____

Bantam

NON FICTION

Laura Tobin: Everyday Ways...

Laura Tobin

9781913406738   €17.99    ____

Mirror Books 

Cry of Kalahari 

Delia Owens 

9781472156471    €18.50     ____

Corsair 

Murder Isn’t Easy 

Carla Valentine

9780751577785     €18.50     ____

Warner

Family Comforts

Rebecca Wilson 

9780241534694    €23.50   ____

Hamilton 

In a friendly and easy-to-digest style,

Laura guides us through the simple

and often surprising changes we can

all make to save our planet.

Family Comforts is the 

much-anticipated new cookbook

from Rebecca Wilson, the bestselling

author, Instagram sensation and

mum behind the phenomenally 

popular family food account 

@rebeccawilsonfood.

Money : From Bronze to Bitcoin...

Jacob Goldstein

9781786495723     €11.99   ____

Atlantic

Horizons 

James Poskett

9780241394106   €17.99    ____

Hamilton

Creation: Art Since the Beginn..

John-Paul Stonard

9781408879689    €37.50    ____

Bloomsbury

What is Your Problem?

Jack Dee

9781529413373    €18.50     ____

Quercus

Hilarious advice from the UK's 

newest (and funniest) Agony Uncle,

aka Jack Dee.

Daily Laws

Robert Greene 

9781788168540      €20.00    ____

Profile

Daily doses of wisdom from the master

of self-development.

Redemption of Bobby Love

Bobby Love

9781787634862    €15.50    ____

Bantam

A Humans of New York Instagram 

sensation, this is the inspiring, dramatic

and heart-warming true story of family,

justice and how we all deserve a second

chance. The young Walter Miller was a

product of his time.

Woman Who Stole Vermeer

Anthony M. Amore

9781643138503    €15.50     ____

Norton

The extraordinary life and crimes of

heiress-turned-revolutionary Rose 

Dugdale, who in 1974 became the only

woman to pull off a major art heist.

Jacob Goldstein charts the story of this

paradoxical commodity, exploring where

money came from, why it matters and

whether bitcoin will still exist in twenty

years.

An international bestseller on original

release, Cry of the Kalahari is the story

of the Owenses's life with lions, brown

hyenas, jackals, giraffes, and the many

other creatures they came to know. 



*Best Loved Bernard Shaw

Anthony Roche

9781788490535      €14.99     ____

O’Brien Press

An attractive and approachable 

selection of the work of George

Bernard Shaw. Includes extracts from

his fiction, plays, essays and personal

letters.

NON FICTION

*Out of the Ordinary

Dillon & Jivaka

9781843518211    €18.00    ____

Liliput Press

*Nine Lives: Memories of a....

Donal Denham

9781838359386     €19.95    ____

Liffey Press

Don’t Laugh It’ll Only Encourage...

Daisy May Cooper

9780241503591        €17.99    ____

Hamilton

*Poet Alive! Patrick Kavanagh

Elizabeth O’Toole

9781843518242     €15.00    ____

Liliput Press

Pre-order the funniest memoir of 2021,

written by the most relatable woman in

the world - Daisy May Cooper, creator

and star of BBC's award-winning comedy

This Country.

Word Perfect

Susie Dent

9781529371314   €15.99    ____

Hodder

A special new edition of the much-

loved book, and the perfect present

for word-lovers

Lick of Love

Julian Clary

9781529412499       €18.50    ____

Quercus

From one of Britain's best-loved 

comedians comes this wonderfully

funny, sharp and touching memoir and a

celebration of the bond between man

and dog - an autobidography, if you will.

Living the Chateau Dream

Angel & Dick Strawbridge

9781841885360      €18.50    ____

Seven Dials

With never-before-told stories of 

remarkable discoveries, amazing 

transformations and once-in-a-lifetime

celebrations, this book is sure to 

delight and inspire in equal measure!

To the End of the World

Rupert Everett

97803491369784  €12.50    ____

Abacus

Rupert Everett tells the story of how

he set out to make a film of Oscar

Wilde's last days, and how that 

ten-year quest almost destroyed

him. (And everyone else.)

Free: Coming of Age at the end of...

Lea Ypi

978024181851    €24.99    ____

Hamilton

Free is an engrossing memoir of coming

of age amid political upheaval. With

acute insight and wit, Lea Ypi traces the

limits of progress and the burden of the

past, illuminating the spaces between

ideals and reality, and the hopes and

fears of people pulled up by the sweep

of history.

*An Unconsidered People

Catherine Dunne

9781848408227   €14.50    ____

New Island

The Irish in London - Updated Edition.

*Malton’s Prints of Dublin

Trevor White

9781999896843    €29.99    ____

Martello



World War C

Dr Sanjay Gupta

9781472290991  €18.50     ____

Headline

NON FICTION

Book of Hope

jane Goodall

9780241478578    €20.50    ____

Hamilton

Journeys to Impossible Places

Simon Reeve

9781529364026    €18.50    ____

Hodder

Hot Mess

Matt Winning

9781472276698       €18.99    ____

Headline

I Wish I Knew This Earlier

Toni Tone

9780008458249    €9.99    ____

Harper Collins

A legendary conservationist. A 

lifetime spent fighting for nature. An

indispensable message of hope.

What is climate change, who's to

blame, and what the f**k can we do

about it? Award-winning comedian and

climate change researcher Dr Matt

Winning explains all.

Ask a Historian

Greg Jenner

9781474618618    €18.50    ____

Weidenfeld

In Ask a Historian the author, BBC

podcaster, and public historian Greg

Jenner provides answers to things

you always wondered about, but 

didn't know who to ask. 

In Journeys to Impossible Places, 

best-selling author and presenter

Simon Reeve reveals the inside story

of his most astonishing adventures

and experiences, around the planet

and close to home.

*Creative Impluses

Barra Boydell

9781910820940     €40.00    ____

UCD Press

What Dogs Want

Mat Ward

9781526639950    €16.45    ____

Bloomsbury

Mat Ward believes that dogs and 

humans are both pretty amazing, and

full of potential. His expert guidance

for being the world's best owner

comes with tons of cute, funny and

accurate illustrations that make it

easy.

*Ulster Fry Craic to the Future

Ulster Fry

9781780732374   €16.20    ____

Blackstaff

Everyone You Hate is Going to Die.. 

Daniel Sloss

9781785152566     €20.50    ____

Arrow/Vintage

Ministry of Quizzes

David Gentle

9781529087116    €16.50     ____

Macmillan

The Ministry of Quizzes is the ultimate

authority for quiz solvers, setters and

scholars, posing irresistible questions

and puzzles that will test any seasoned

quizzer.

Ripley’s Believe It or Not

Ripley

9781529135817     €22.99    ____

Ebury

2022 is sure to amaze and astound

children and adults alike with 

thousands of strange stories, unusual

feats and hair-raising oddities from

around the world. Meet the man who

has made a model of the Empire State

Building - in cheese.



Hairy Bikers’ Everyday Winners

Hairy Bikers’

9781841884318     €27.50      ____

Seven Dials

Big flavours. Good ingredients. 

Uncomplicated food. That's what Si King

and Dave Myers, AKA the Hairy Bikers, are

known and loved for. Now the kings of

comfort, and nation's favourite cooking

duo, bring you everyday cooking at its

best.

NON FICTION

One Pan Perfect

Donna Hay

9781460760482    €29.99    ____

Harper Collins

Marcus’ Kitchen

Marucs Wareing

9780008460969    €26.99    ____  

Harper Collins

Sunday Times A Life in the Day

Times Books

9780008485399    €15.50    ____

Harper Collins

The Herb Almanac

Chelsea Physic Garden

9781783254590   €15.99    ____

Aster Octopus

Donna Hay returns with her new,

gorgeously luxe hardcover cookbook

One Pan Perfect to make life simple,

easy and delicious for her millions of

fans.

A beautiful and accessible seasonal

guide to herbalism from the historic

botanic garden.

Meet 100 of the most remarkable 

people from The Sunday Times 

Magazine's acclaimed column, A Life in

the Day. Wonderfully intimate, often

humorous, sometimes profound - these

colourful portraits make for addictive

reading.

Christmas at River Cottage

Lucy Brazier

9781408873564   €27.50   ____

Bloomsbury

Christmas at River Cottage

encapsulates the very best that the

season has to offer, guiding you from

the autumn equinox, through advent

and Christmas, and merrily into the

new year with inspiration, traditions

and indispensable recipes for every

festive occasion.

The stunning new cookbook from

Michelin-starred chef, Marcus 

Wareing.

Furious Devotion

Richard Balls

9781787601086     €25.00    ____

Omnibus

A Furious Devotion: The Authorised Story

of Shane MacGowan vividly recounts

the experiences that shaped the 

greatest songwriter of his generation.

Katie Price: Harvey and Me

Katie Price

9781913406691    €24.99    ____

Mirror Books

Walk in My Combat Boots

James Patterson

9781787465916    €10.15   ____

Random

Walk in my Combat Boots is a 

powerful collection of never-before-

told war stories crafted from 

hundreds of original interviews by

James Patterson, the world's most

trusted storyteller, 

Don Revie: Biography

Christopher Evans

9781472973368     € 25.00    ____

Bloomsbury

The life and times of Don Revie - one

of the most complex and controversial

men ever to grace the game of 

football.

Under the Hairdryer

John Richardson

9781914197079       €24.99    ____

Reach Sport

Sir Alex Ferguson is arguably Britain's

greatest ever football manager. In the

year that he celebrates his 80th 

birthday, this new book from 

experienced journalist and author John

Richardson will offer an original insight

into what makes the Scot tick, his

unique way of operating and how his

genius changed the footballing 

landscape.

Becoming Forrest

Rob Pope

9780008472528      €17.99    ____

Harper Collins

The remarkable true story of an 

unrivalled journey to recreate the

greatest run in film history: 15,600

miles, five-times across the United

States.



*Force Like No Other

Colin Breen

9781780733319   €12.50     ____

Blackstaff

In this final part to his bestselling A Force

Like No Other series, Colin Breen brings

together more compelling insider stories

from RUC officers who served during the

Troubles.

NON FICTION

Behind Enemy Lies

Patrick Cockburn

9781839763960   €13.70    ____

Verso

You Will Dye at Midnight

Donal McCracken

9781913934163       €20.00    ____

Eastwood Books

*On the Banks of the Dodder

PGed Walsh

9781788492706        €29.99    ____

O’Brien Press

Twelve Caesars

Mary Beard

9780691222363     €37.50    ____

Princeton University

In this urgent and timely book,

Patrick Cockburn writes the first draft

of the history of the current crisis in

the Middle East. Cockburn offers

panoramic on-the-ground analysis as

well as a lifetime's study of the 

region

From the bestselling author of SPQR:

A History of Ancient Rome, the 

fascinating story of how images of

Roman autocrats have influenced art,

culture, and the representation of

power for more than 2,000 years.

Take a trip along the Dodder and see

the two suburbs nestling on its banks.

The growth and development of both

Rathgar and Churchtown, on opposite

banks of the river, given an intimate

view on the development of Dublin and

Ireland through the centuries

Coming Up for Air

Tom Daley

9780008487737  €17.99    ____

Harper Collins

A deeply personal and inspiring

memoir from one of the most 

celebrated and influential names in

British sport.

Victorian Ireland was global champion

of threatening letters. This book 

reveals the murky world where tens of

thousands of these letters and notices

were nailed to barn doors or sent by

penny post, intimidating, giving 'fair

warning' and terrorizing the recipients. 

In the Midst of Civilized Europe

Jeffrey Veidlinger

9781509867462       €21.20     ____

Macmillan

A riveting account of a forgotten 

holocaust: the slaughter of over one

hundred thousand Ukrainian Jews in the

aftermath of the Russian Revolution.

Digital Silk Road

Jonathan E Hillman

9781788169585       €19.00    ____

Profile

An expert on China's growing digital

empire provides an urgent look at the

battle to connect and control 

tomorrow's networks.

On Tyranny

Nora Krug

9781847927064       €20.50    ____

Bodley Head

A graphic edition of Timothy 

Snyder's On Tyranny, the New York

Times bestselling guide to protect

democracy and resist modern-day

authoritarianism. In the twentieth

century, European democracies 

collapsed into fascism.

Astronomy 

Royal Observat Greenwich

9781529322835        €18.50    ____

Hodder

A brilliant gift for anyone who wants to

test their knowledge about space and

beyond, this is a quiz book that's out

of this world.

Animal Vegetable Criminal

Mary Roach

9781786078346         €21.20    ____

Oneworld

In her addictive, whip-smart voice,

bestselling author Mary Roach delves

into the unpredictable world where

wildlife and humans meet.

Salmon: A Fish, The Earth and the...

Mark Kurlansky

9780861541256     €13.70    ____

Oneworld

The internationally bestselling author

says if we can save the salmon, we

can save the world.



NON FICTION

*Scarriff Martyrs

Tomas MacConmara

9781781177259     €19.99    ____

Mercier Press

An urgent primer on race and racism,

from Emmanuel Acho, an American

Football Legend and host of the viral

hit video series Uncomfortable 

Conversations with a Black Man.

Uncomfortable Conversations....

Emmanuel Acho

9781529064087     €13.50    ____

Macmillan

Simply Red: Funny Book of...

John Scally

9781785303203     €17.99    ____

Black & White

A collection of brilliant anecdotes,

funny stories and memorable 

quotations based on Manchester

United stars of the past and present.

A Funny Life

Michael McIntyre

9781529063660     €17.99    ____

Macmillan

Laugh along with Michael McIntyre

as he lifts the curtain on his life in his

long-awaited autobiography.



Christmas Pig

J.K. Rowling

9781444964912    €24.99      ____

Hodder

A heartwarming, page-turning 

adventure about one child's love for

his most treasured thing, and how

far he will go to find it. A tale for the

whole family to fall in love with,

from one of the world's greatest 

storytellers.

Tree Dogs and Banshee Fingers.. ...

Manchan Magan

97807171192557     €19.99       ____

Gill

Wony Donkey Big Surprise

Craig Smith

9780702312465     €8.70       ____

Scholastic

Having enjoyed huge success with his

bestselling book Thirty-Two Words for

Field, Manchan now brings his infectious

wonder and enthusiasm for the Irish 

language to a younger audience, offering

delightful translations and explanations of

animal, bird, fish, insect and nature

words.

Wonky Donkey Sound Book

Craig Smith

9780702311253    €10.99      ____

Scholastic

The next book in the internationally

bestselling Wonky Donkey

series! With a brilliantly funny story that

children will love and gorgeous

illustrations, this book is the perfect gift

The phenomenal bestseller, The Wonky

Donkey, is now a board book with a

super fun "He-haw!" sound that 

children will love! 

Gordan’s Game: Lions Roar

Paul Howard & Gordan D’Arcy

9781844885299     €14.50      ___
Penguin

Gordon is back again for his biggest

challenge yet in the third book of the

hilarious Gordon's Game series!

Friendship Fairies Go to Camp

Lucy Kennedy

9780717189663       €12.99      ____
Gill

Noni and the Great Chawwwkilt....

Dermot Whelan

9780717191857         €12.99      ____

Gill

It's summer, and the Friendship Fairies,

Emme, Holly and Jess, are off to Camp 

Tir na nOg to help Sir Prize mind his

animals and learn lots about looking after

the environment.

Meet Noni. She's a crazy old, law-b

reaking, chocolate-selling, pram-

wielding, wickedly funny woman who

likes nothing more than a dangerous

caper!

The Santa List

Kieran Crowley

9780702309779      €8.75     ____

Scholastic

When Aisling and Joe antagonise their

new babysitter, she writes to Santa 

asking for them to be put on the

Naughty List. Determined not to be 

denied their Christmas presents, the

pair steal the Santa List.

Tom Gates 19: Random Acts of...

Liz Pichon

9781407191119       €15.50      ____

Scholastic

Learn what it means to be a citizen and

the positive role you can play by helping

others, protecting what works and 

creating change in the world you live in.

Great Irish Politics Book

David McCullagh

9780717190287      €22.99       ____

Gill

The new laugh-out-loud, 

packed-with-pictures Tom Gates

bestseller - Tom has fractured is

ankle and its up to his friends, family

and Rooster the dog to keep him 

entertained!

CHILDRENS

Dublin Christmas

Nicola Colton

9780717190843      €14.99       ____

Gill

Vetman and His  Bionic Animal Clan

Noel Fitzpatrick

9781444965902       €15.50       ____

Hodder

A heart-warming festive story that brings

Dublin at Christmas to life.

Join Vetman, Imogen, Findlay and a

whole cast of incredible bionic 

animals as they save animal compan-

ions everywhere from the evil plans

of The Man With No Name! 



Boy Who Got Accidentally Famous

David Baddiel

9780008334260    €12.99      ____

Harper Collins

From million-copy bestselling author

David Baddiel comes a laugh-out-

loud story for readers of 8 and up

that takes you on a roller-coaster

ride of fame and friendship...

Boy with Wings

Lenny Henry

9781529082562       €15.50     _____

Macmillan

Lenny Henry's brilliant first novel for

readers of 9 to 12, illustrated 

throughout by Keenon Ferrell. Includes

an exclusive comic book adventure 

illustrated by Mark Buckingham.

There are lots of laughs at every level in

The 143-Storey Treehouse, the new

book in the number one bestselling

Treehouse series from Andy Griffiths

and Terry Denton.

You are about to read the TRUE

STORY of Father Christmas.

If you believe that some things are

impossible, you should put this book

down right away. (Because this book

is FULL of impossible things.)

Are you still reading? Good.
Then let us begin . . .

Lily’s Dream: A Lissadell Story

Judy Curtin

9781788492805    €12.99      _____

O’Brien Press

The further adventures of Lily: life as

a maid in Lissadell House is always

interesting, but with her friendship

with Maeve under strain, a war in

Europe starting and uncertainly

about her future, she needs all her

wits about her! 

CHILDRENS

143-Storey Treehouse

Andy Griffiths

9781529047875        €15.50    ____

Macmillan

Boy Called Christmas

Matt Haig

9781838853723       €9.99      _____

Canongate

Instructions for a Teenage...

Rosie Day

9781526364180      €15.99   _____

Pat-A-Cake

A Mouse Called Miika

Matt Haig

9781838853686        €15.50     _____

Canongate

Ahead of the film of A Boy Called Christmas

comes a magical new adventure for Miika

the mouse, from number one bestselling

author Matt Haig

In this call to arms for teenage girls,

Rosie Day has curated letters from a

collection of some of the world's

most loved and respected female 

figures to guide young women

through their trickiest years, start an

uprising and take over the world.

Puffling and the Egg

Gerry Daly

9781788492485     €12.99      ____

O’Brien Press

Lion Above the Door

Onjali Q. Rauf

9781510106758       €9.99      ______

Orion

Spooktacular Place to Be

Una Woods

9781788492850     €12.99       _____

O’Brien Press

When Puffling finds a lost egg on

Skellig Michael, she sets off on a

brand new adventure to return the

egg to its nest!

From Onjali Q. Rauf, the 

award-winning and best-selling 

author of The Boy at the Back of the

Class, comes an incredible story

about missing histories and the 

concept of a universal family, told

with humour and heart.

A spooky bus tour around Ireland, with

our favourite Dublin Vampire! He travels

to well-known places all over the

country, including St. Michan's church

(where the mummies sleep!), Kilkenny

Castle, the Hill of Tara, and visits the 

giants at the causeway. But, when his

travels are done, he decides that home

is the most spooktacular place to be!

Grace and the Christmas Angel

Lucinda Riley

9781529049800       €15.50     _____

Macmillan

The first book in the heartwarming

Guardian Angels series, written by No.1

bestselling Lucinda Riley and her son

Harry Whittaker, and stunningly 

illustrated by Jane Ray. A perfect gift of a

story, filled with the magic of Christmas.

Fowl Twins: Get What They Deserve

Eoin Colfer

9780008475260       €15.50       _____

Harper Collins

Twins Myles and Beckett, Artemis

Fowl's younger brothers, return in their

third and most outrageous adventure

yet.



The Christmas Pine HB

Julia Donaldson

9780702310164  €15.50       _____

Scholastic

A stunning picture book for 

Christmas, written in Julia 

Donaldson's perfect, heartfelt

rhyme. Deep in a snowy wood

stands a little pine tree with a special

destiny: it's going to be the famous

Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square!

Rock-a-Bye Rumpus

Julia Donaldson

97811529027952       €17.70       _____

Macmillan

A gorgeous gift collection of action poems

and rhymes for the very young, specially

chosen by bestselling author, Julia 

Donaldson, and charmingly illustrated by

Sebastien Braun.

The wiggly, squiggly superhero is now

available in paperback. Never fear, 

Superworm's here! He can fish Beetle

out of a well, and rescue Toad from a

busy road. But who will come to 

Superworm's rescue, when he's 

captured by a wicked Wizard Lizard?

Ghostcloud

Michael Mann

9781444962260        €12.50      ____

Hodder

A riveting, magical adventure set

deep underneath a richly reimagined

London, Ghostcloud follows the 

adventure of twelve-year-old Luke

when he meets Alma - a girl who is a

ghostcloud - and teaches him to ride

the clouds high above the city.

CHILDRENS

Superworm Anniversary Foiled Ed

Julia Donaldson

9780702303982       €8.75        ____

Scholastic

Legend of Valentine Sorrow

Caroline Busher

9781781997635      €8.99       ____

Poolbeg

Harry Potter: A Magical Year

J.K. Rowling

9781526640871       €30.99        _____

Bloomsbury

A Magical Year takes readers on an 

unforgettable journey through the seasons

at Hogwarts. Jim Kay's incredible 

illustrations, paired with much loved 

quotations from J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter

novels, bring to life all of the magic, beauty

and wonder of the wizarding world.

Medusa

Jessie Burton  

9781408886939         €18.50     _____

Bloomsbury

A dazzling, feminist retelling of Greek

myth from the internationally 

bestselling author of The Miniaturist,

stunningly illustrated by Olivia

Lomenech Gill.

Stay Another Day

Juno Dawson

9781786541086       €9.99      _____

Quercus

When three very different siblings, Fern,

Rowan and Willow, go home for a 

Christmas reunion at their family home

in Edinburgh, it's not long before some

VERY BIG SECRETS threaten their cosy

holiday ...

How Winston Came Home for....

Alex T. Smith

9781529041576 €17.99     _____

Macmillan

Join Winston the mouse on his second

adventure in this heartwarming tale of

bravery, kindness and unlikely 

friendships. 

Squirrel’s Snowman

Julia Donaldson

9781529034370        €8.70     ____

MAacmillan

Welcome to Acorn Wood. Come and

help Squirrel build a snowman in

this preschool lift-the-flap book from

the creators of The Gruffalo.

Evie’s Christmas Wishes

Siobhan Parkinson

9781912417797 €16.99     _____

Little Island

Christmas is coming and Evie is wishing,

wishing ...

Join Winston the mouse in this 

heartwarming tale of bravery, kindness

and unlikely friendships. This gorgeous

book is the perfect Christmas present

for any child, to read on your own or

share with all the family time and time

again.

How Winston Delivered Christmas

Alex T. Smith

9781529080858 €8.70   ____

Macmillan



Burpee Bears

Joe Wicks

9780008501006        €15.50     ____

Harper Collins

Meet the Burpee Bears in this glorious

picture book created by the UK’s

favourite PE teacher, Joe Wicks!

Warrior in My Wardrobe

Simon Farnaby

9781444954647 €12.50     ____

Hodder

Merdyn the Wild is the greatest wizard

of the Dark Ages. Obviously. Rose is his

21st-century descendent. Lucky her. And

together they're on a time-travel 

adventure to rescue Rose's brother from

Vandal Warriors in the year 500. 

A magnificent anthology of poems

themed around different moods, 

collected by the bestselling creator of

The Poetry Pharmacy and illustrated by

Emily Sutton.

Looking for the very best advent 

calendar for all little book lovers? Well

look no further! Introducing The 

Christmas Elf's Magical Bookshelf 

Advent Calendar - the PERFECT advent

countdown to Christmas.

Life is Better with Friends..

Micol Ostow

9781338787306       €15.50     _____

Scholastic

CHILDRENS

Everyone Sang

William Sieghart

9781406393613       €24.99     _____

Walker

Christmas Elf’s Magical Bookshelf...

978139850700       €32.99     ____

S&S

Robin Robin

Daniel Ojari

9781529071368 €15.50     _____

Macmillan

Friends fans of all ages will love this

all-new picture book with adorable

art, based on the blockbuster TV

show!

Tinsel: The Girls Who Invented...

Sibeal Pounder

9781526619266 €8.75     ____

Bloomsbury

What if somewhere along the way

we've all got the Santa story a bit

wrong...? Join Blanche Claus and her

best friend Rinki for a funny festive

sleigh ride you'll never forget!

Silas and the Marvellous Misfits

Tom Percival

978129029192 €8.75     _____

Macmillan

The heartwarming story of a robin

adopted by a family of mice, inspired by

the Christmas film created by Aardman

for Netflix.

Carnival of the Animals

Michael Morpurgo

9780008459826 €17.99      _____

Harper Collins

Boy Behind the Wall

Maximillian Jones

9781801300001 €8.75     ____

Welbeck

A page-turning thriller for 11+ readers 

set on either side of the Berlin Wall, 

perfect for fans of Alex Rider and Cherub.

A stunning gift collection of animal

poems from master storyteller Michael

Morpurgo, celebrating with heart and

humour the creatures with whom we

share our planet.

History of the World in 100....

Simon Barnes

9781471194719  €24.99      _____

S&S

An exquisite edition of The History of

the World in 100 Animals by author

and journalist Simon Barnes,

adapted and abridged for younger

readers, with superb illustrations by

award-winning artist, Frann 

Preston-Gannon.

Isadora Moor and the Shooting Star..

Harriet Muncaster

9780192773555 €11.20     _____

OUP

Planets, comets, stars! Isadora's class is

learning all about space. So when she

spots a shooting star, she decides to 

follow it and discovers a new 

glimmering friend. 

Silas and the Marvellous Misfits by Tom

Percival is an action-packed adventure

that shows kids the joy of being 

themselves.



Minecraft Blockopedia

Mojang

9780755500390 €29.99    _____

Farshore

Have fun with comics and Pokemon in

this amazing activity book! Includes

stickers, stencils and an exclusive

Pikachu pencil topper.

Green is for Christmas

Drew Daywalt

9780008496197     €8.70     ___

Harper Collins

The crayons are back in this funny,

festive book from the creators of

the #1 New York Times bestselling

The Day Crayons Quit and The Day

the Crayons Came Home!

CHILDRENS

Pokemon: Comictivity

9781338670882      €10.99    _____

Scholastic

Odd Dog Christmas

Rob Biddulph

9780008413354         €15.50     ______

Harper Collins

Come join the Odd Dog on a festive 

journey to find the perfect present, and

perhaps save Christmas along the way

Einstein the Penguin

Iona Rangeley

9780008475963    €15.50    _____

Harper Collins

Einstein the Penguin introduces an

unforgettable new character in a

future-classic and fantastically

funny debut for all the family to

enjoy. Get ready to welcome the

most extraordinary penguin into

your own home...

Beyond the Mountains: A CLock of....

Francesca Gibbons

9780008355098        €12.99    ____

Harper Collins

The highly anticipated sequel to the

beloved cult classic about family,

friendship and first love, from 

award-winning author Benjamin Alire

Saenz.

House in the Woods

Yvette Fielding

9781839131141 €9.99     ______

Andersen

Harry Potter and the Chamber

J.K. Rowling

9781526637888 €37.99     _____

Bloomsbury

This spectacular edition is the perfect gift

for Harry Potter fans of all ages, a 

wonderful addition to any collector's

bookshelf and an enchanting way to 

introduce this beloved series to a new

generation of readers.

Stranger Things meets Point Horror in

the first of a brilliant new series for 

readers aged 11+ from Yvette Fielding,

British television's first lady of the 

paranormal and presenter of Most

Haunted.

Aristotle and Dante Dive into the ....

Robert Macfarlane

9781398505278 €10.99     ____

S&S

Dreams from My Father YA Edition

Barack Obama

9781838857202     €17.99     ____

Canongate

The thrilling sequel to the best-selling

middle-grade debut of Autumn 2020.

ew updated edition bursting with facts

on over 600 unique blocks!

Sex Education: A Guide to Life

9781526362858 €18.50     _____

Pat-a-Cake

The official, no nonsense sex syllabus you

always wanted. From the Netflix 

sensation SEX EDUCATION.

*This book has been checked by experts

including doctors, sex therapists and 

sensitivity readers. Recommended age

14+

The second volume of an epic, 

beautifully illustrated graphic history

of humankind, based on Yuval Noah

Harari's internationally bestselling

phenomenon. 

Sapiens: A Graphic History Vol 2

Yuval Noah Harari

9781787333765         €23.50    _____

Vintage



Christmasaurus HB

Tom Fletcher

9780241466551    €15.99     _____

Hamilton

Tom Fletcher has re-invented his 

bestselling story The Christmasaurus as a

rhyming picture-book adventure for

younger readers to enjoy.

This charming collection celebrates the

enduring popularity of the MR. MEN

and LITTLE MISS by bringing together

20 classic stories for you to enjoy.

A wintery middle grade mystery 

collection of short stories by thirteen

of the most exciting and diverse 

authors in children's books today!

Empress & Aniya

Candice Carty-Williams

9781913311100 €10.00     ____

Knights of Media

South London's answer to 'Freaky

Friday', Empress and Aniya is a 

moving portrayal of the importance

of real friendship and the ups and

downs of being a teenager.

CHILDRENS

Mr Men, Little Miss Treasury

Roger Hargreaves

9780755501762 €17.99   ____

Farshore

Very merry Murder Club

Abiola Bello

9780755503681     €15.50     ____

Farshore

iron Widow

Xiran Jay Zhao

9780861542420 €16.20     _____

Oneworld

Fantastically Great Women

Kate Pankhurst

9781526623607 €25.00      _____

Bloomsbury

Book 8 in the acclaimed Rugby Spirit

series.

History of Everywhere

Philip Parker

9781406391213 €20.50    _____

Walker

Tale of Two Dragons

Geraldine McCaughrean

9781839130281 €15.50      _____

Andersen Press

Two kingdoms, two dragons - which side

will win, or will peace prevail?

Discover history as you've never seen it

before - and all the stuff you never

knew happened at the same time!

Great Big Irish Annual 2022

9780717192243    €12.99     _____

Gill

The complete collection of all the 

stories from Kate Pankhurst's 

bestselling Fantastically Great

Women series, complete with a cover

that folds out into a FANTASTICALLY

GREAT poster.

Football Spirit : United They Stand

Gerard Siggins

9781788492355 €8.99     ____

O’Brien Press

This definitive bumper book of the

year covers all the unusual things that

happened in 2021, as well as history,

sport, jokes, riddles and pages for you

to fill in your own record of the very

strange year gone by.

It’s Mine!

Emma Tarlett

9781406392180      €15.50     _____

WALKER

A hilariously funny, read-aloud

story with cut-through reveals,

from an internationally celebrated

author-illustrator.

Worst Sleepover in the World

Sophie Dahl

9781406384413 €15.50    ____

Walker



Daughter of the Deep

Rick Riordan

9780241538180    €14.99     _____

Hamilton

From the creator of PERCY JACKSON, 

bestselling author Rick Riordan, comes a

brand-new adventure, inspired by Jules

Verne's Twenty Thousand Leagues Under

the Sea.

Twelve incredible Doctor Who stories

for the long winter nights featuring an

exclusive extra story in the Time Lord

Victorious arc!

An enchanting tale of Christmas magic

from multi-award-winning and 

bestselling writer Catherine Doyle

CHILDRENS

Wintertime Paradox: Festive Stories

Dave Rudden

9781405950152 €10.99   ____

Penguin

Miracle of Ebenezer Street

Catherine Doyle

9780241435250     €9.90     ____

Farshore

Diary of a WImpy Kid 16

Jeff Kinney

9780241396650 €15.99    ____

Hamilton

In Big Shot, book 16 of the hilarious

Diary of a Wimpy Kid series from #1

international bestselling author Jeff

Kinney, Greg Heffley and sports just

don't mix.

Lyra’s Oxford: Illustrated Ed

Philip Pullman

9780241509968 €17.99    ____

Hamilton

A full-colour beautiful gift edition of

this magical story featuring Lyra and

Pan, set in the world of Philip 

Pullman's ground-breaking His Dark

Materials and The Book of Dust.

Christmasaurus and the Naughty...

Tom Fletcher

9780241407561 €14.99    ____

Hamilton

Welcome to the world of Tom

Fletcher! Get ready for the BRAND

NEW magical new adventure from the

number one bestselling author!


